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21.1
Open source web-application for acquisition and exchange
of borehole data
Milan Antonovic 1, Sabine Brodhag 2, Massimiliano Cannata 1, Marcus Hoffmann 1, Nils Oesterling 2
1
2

Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland, Cannobio, Switzerland
Swiss Geological Survey, Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, Bern, Switzerland

During the last years, the Swiss Geological Survey (SGS) developed a Borehole Data Management System (BDMS). One
of its main purposes is the management of a large amount of borehole data stored in the IT infrastructure of the
Confederation. Since the BDMS applies the SGS standards for describing borehole data it helps to harmonize and
standardize the huge variation of available data from various public and private entities. Currently swisstopo is using a
commercial desktop application, which is continuously being enhanced to meet the requirements of the SGS and its
partners. The application is connected to a centralized database, different other internal databases and applications.
So far, data import into the database can be done via the application itself or – for external users - via a standalone lightversion of the application. As a connection to the internet is not yet established, this project was initiated to fill this gap. The
goal is to develop a dynamic open source web-based interface to facilitate data acquisition and exchange not only for
external users and the SGS but also for external users and their own databases (e.g. cantonal databases). Furthermore,
the web-interface allows harmonized data management using the SGS standards and an exchange and synchronisation
between single database instances of different users and the central database.

Figure 1. Model of the architecture for the open source web-based BDMS.
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Between 1988 and 1995, the Federal Office of Topography swisstopo installed the Swiss Reference Network LV95
(Landesvermessung 95) as the national first order network. LV95 consists of about 200 reference stations and is based on
the Global Positioning System GPS. Together with the 30 permanent GPS stations of the Automatic GNSS Network for
Switzerland (AGNES), initiated in 1998, the LV95 stations represent the backbone of the geodetic reference frame and the
national geodata infrastructure, the Swiss Terrestrial Reference Frame (CHTRF).
For validation purposes and for studying the stability of the reference frame, swisstopo re-observed the whole network four
times: 1998, 2004, 2010 and 2016. The 2016 campaign measurement data of about 44 hours for each of the reference
points, as well as the data of the further developed permanent network AGNES, include the four satellite systems GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou. The paper emphasizes some challenges of the enhancement towards Multi-GNSS.
The permanent networks in Switzerland and Europe are analyzed on a daily processing scheme. Timeseries of up to 20
years are available today. Also densified networks in Switzerland, like the 11 station network NaGNet (owned by Nagra),
are included. To ensure best possible consistency, data were re-processed using the most up-to date models.
A newly established project “EU Dense Velocities” under the umbrella auf EUREF (European Reference Frame in Europe)
enables the generation of an European-wide determination of regional movements.
The detection of potential tectonic movements at a level of clearly below 1 mm/year is achievable with the existing data
sets. The analysis of the horizontal and vertical velocities is a further step towards the determination of a kinematic model
for the recent crustal deformations in Switzerland and a well-suited dataset to exchange knowledge with geologists,
seismologist and geophysicist.
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The Resource Information System (RIS) – the digital memory of mineral
resource occurrences in Switzerland
Donat Fulda 1, Arsin Grünig 1, Stefan Heuberger 1
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(donat.fulda@erdw.ethz.ch)

In the late 19th century, the importance of systematical investigations of distribution, occurrence and application of mineral
resources in Switzerland was recognized. A huge amount of georesources data were collected by different organisations
and compiled by the Swiss Geotechnical Commission (SGTK) during the last 120 years (Heuberger this volume). Today,
the Georesources Switzerland Group maintains and extends this outstanding data archive.
Only parts of the data are digitized and available to the public at the moment. Furthermore, the datasets are heterogeneous
in terms of structure, documentation, quality and data format. Therefore, assessing, analysing or evaluating the data is not
straightforward. There is increasing need to 1) structure, harmonize and verify these data, 2) migrate them to a uniform,
data model-based platform and 3) make them all available to the public.
These needs are addressed with the development of a comprehensive, web-based management system containing these
mineral resource occurences, the so-called Resource Information System (RIS). It succeeds and builds on SGTK’s
innovative digital databases like the “Rohstoffinventar” (Vogler 1995) and the “Geotechnischer Umwelt-Atlas (GUA)”
(Baumeler et al. 2005). But in contrast to these former inventories, the RIS is built upon data models, i.e. the Georesources
Switzerland Group’s raw materials data model as well as swisstopo’s «Geology» data model (swisstopo 2017a). Using data
models leads to higher data quality and reduces data errors. Furthermore, modelled data can be accessed, compared and
analysed more easily. However, data models increase the complexity of a system. Therefore, migration and integration of
data remains a time-consuming task. Although some data can be imported automatically, lots of datasets still need manual
editing or research (Grünig & Fulda this volume).
Since the RIS data management platform was put into operation in 2015, nearly 2000 datasets on ores, energy resources
and industrial minerals were harmonized and migrated from the “Rohstoffinventar” to the RIS. Today, datasets of most
resource groups currently mined in Switzerland are processed and migrated into the system and updated on a yearly basis.
However, the huge amount of already digitized data on historical mining sites and products (produced before 1980)
containing more than 20’000 datasets, is still waiting to be harmonized and integrated into the platform. The RIS represents
an important data basis for the future implementation of the measures defined in swisstopo’s report on mineral resources in
Switzerland (swisstopo 2017b). Mainly measure A1 “Acquisition and characterisation of geological raw material occurences”
is heavily depending on such data.
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Figure 1: data management platform of the RIS showing exploitation data of a dimension stone quarry in the Canton of
Ticino.
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The pattern of large-scale neo-tectonic movements and shift rates in Switzerland is determined on precision levelling
(Schlatter 2007), GNSS campaign measurements (Schlatter & Brockmann 2010) and long-term GNSS permanent network
data (Brockmann et al., 2006). However, the low deformation rates present some technical challenges to these
measurements. The National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste (NAGRA) therefore initiated NaGNet
(Nagra’s permanent GNSS network) to refine the existing GNSS permanent network, the automated GNSS Network for
Switzerland (AGNES) by Swisstopo.
The designed measuring network has a station distance of approx. 12 - 32 km (Fig. 1), which seeks the most uniform mesh
geometry possible. The stations cover an area of approximately 75 by 135 km in north-central Switzerland and were placed
on the main tectonic blocks away from known regional fault zones. Important factors in the choice of measurement location
were the quality of the locally receivable GNSS signals (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio, multipath) as well as the free horizon
(maximisation of visible satellites). Importantly, the choice of measurement location was influenced by the best possible
avoidance of near surface effects such as mass movements, ground water level fluctuations or subsidence by connecting
the station foundation wherever possible to the bed rock. In addition, the suitability of potential sites for the reception of
GNSS signals were pre-tested with a minimum measurement duration of at least 72 hours. After obtaining the required
consent of the owners and the granting of permits from the competent authorities, 11 stations were installed between 2010
and 2012 by BSF Swissphoto AG, whom are responsible for the operation of the stations.
For an analysis of geodynamic interpretation, the quality of the foundation is of crucial importance. For example, some
stations a direct foundation on bed rock was achieved. Where a direct foundation was not possible, the stations were
anchored with three up to 15 m deep self-drilling cement injected rock bolts. In addition, to record any local movement, a
surveying control of the position and height of the stations is carried out biannually. The data generation performance of
each station is checked once a month to determine data completeness, delivery, cycle slips, signal-to-noise ratio, code
multipath and coordinates repeatability. Considering the very low rates of surface deformation in northern Switzerland, the
discrimination of potential station bias from the actual signal is crucial.
Now with eight years of continuous measurements, it is possible to derive reliable velocity parameters for the NaGNetstations. As expected for northern Switzerland, the observed horizontal and vertical velocities are submillimetre and below
the level of uncertainty. These rates are the lowest for Switzerland. To better integrate these results into a regional tectonic
framework, we have thus recently started a collaboration with colleagues at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), who
combine precise levelling, GNSS, and InSAR to investigate the vertical deformation of the Upper Rhinegraben. The
collaboration allows to extend the GNSS network data set across the bordering regions into southern Germany and will
support observations by providing a tectonic reference frame.
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Figure 1: Simplified tectonic map and distribution of NaGNet (green) and AGNES stations (blue). Red: NaGNet locations under
investigation.
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Development of a Geophysics Management System: Aims and first
results with 2D deep seismic reflection data
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The Swiss Geological Survey is developing a geophysical data management system (GDMS) based on ESRI’s ArcGIS
suite. The GDMS will contain geophysical measurements and evaluations primarily from Switzerland. Currently, the GDMS
focuses on the management of 2D reflection seismic and gravimetric data. A modular expansion of the system is foreseen
as additional geophysical data becomes available. It will also form the foundation for a centralised, digital access to the
various geophysical data collections of swisstopo and third parties via the federal geoportal (https://map.geo.admin.ch) and
via the 3D viewer of the Swiss Geological Survey (https://viewer.geomol.ch) in the future.
Deep 2D seismic reflection data are of national interest and are an important basis for existing and future projects in the
deep subsurface (e.g., geothermal energy exploration, use of deep groundwater, use of deep geological repositories). In
Switzerland, approx. 1’400 such 2D reflection seismic lines exist. Most of these data have their origin in the hydrocarbon
exploration of the 1960s to 1990s. However, due to legal aspects, these data are currently not stored in a structured form in
a geodatabase and are not readily available to third party users. In other words, there is no sustainable accessibility.
The prototype developed by swisstopo includes a tool, which automatically reads the header and trace information of the
standard SEG-Y format (digital format of a seismic section) and imports the information directly into the GDMS. The
procedure is also applicable to 3D SEG-Ys. Another toolbox directly links a seismic section with its corresponding line
geometry in map view in ArcMap. This allows the user to identify a specific marked position simultaneously in map view and
on the seismic section.
The GDMS of swisstopo will be open for use and further development by third parties. All legal rights and obligations
remain with the data owner.
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The Resource Information System (RIS) of the Georesources Switzerland Group (Heuberger this volume) contains
operational and geological data of mineral resources in Switzerland (Fulda et al. this volume, Fulda & Grünig this volume).
One major mineral resource group of the RIS covers quarries. The data has been collected over a long period of time and
ranges from the Roman Empire to this day. Our dataset contains a separate geodatabase for each acquisition period
(Roman Empire to 1910, 1915, 1935, 1965, 1980, 1995, and 2015). The type and amount of data in each geodatabase
varies highly. For example, the 1915 dataset consists of many historical sites but only with sparse details for each entry
(3564 data entries with 9 attributes). In contrast, the data entries for 2015 are more detailed but far less numerous because
the dataset contains only the active sites and many quarries are not in operation anymore (141 data entries with 17
attributes).
One task of the Georesources Switzerland Group’s RIS project was the harmonization and aggregation of the datasets for
the years 1980, 1995, and 2015 into one single combined dataset. Due to economical restrictions, the datasets from 1965
and before were not included in the aggregation; if necessary, these datasets can be processed at a later date. The
advantages of such an aggregation are 1) quarries can be viewed on a single layer instead of multiple layers (one for each
period of time), 2) data is stored in a central database, 3) data can be managed continuously instead of periodically, and 4)
geological terms such as lithology and stratigraphy are updated to today’s terminology. The main challenges of the
aggregation are that 1) some quarries can occur in one, two or all three periods of time, 2) a quarry can consist of one or
multiple exploitation sites which all should be represented by a single object, and 3) some source data is inconsistent,
which makes manual research inevitable and thus is time consuming.

%
Figure 1. Screenshot of FileMaker application for harmonizing and aggregating data. Aggregated data on the left, data of different points
in time (1980, 1995, and 2015) on the right.

In order to support the harmonization and aggregation of the datasets, a utility FileMaker database solution has been
developed. The solution allows to import the source data and establish relations for quarries and its exploitation sites
between datasets. Subsequently, all the data for a single quarry is arranged on a single screen (cf. Figure 1). This kind of
arrangement allows the editor to decide for each data attribute whether to transfer it from one of the datasets into the
aggregated data record, or to enter it manually.
The aggregated data from the utility database was migrated into the relational data structure of the RIS by means of a
technique called Selector Connector (Young 2015). This FileMaker technique allows to connect different data sources and
transfer data easily between them. Source tables and destination tables are connected by a central transistor table which is
then used for script-controlled copying of the field data, one by one. The data from the seven source tables of the utility
database were successfully migrated and distributed into 15 PostgreSQL tables of the RIS, cf. Figure 2.
The migrated data has been published at map.georessourcen.ethz.ch and map.geo.admin.ch (layers «Natural stone:
mining» and «Broken rock: mining»).
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Figure 2. Data schema of the utility FileMaker database with the Selector Connector technique for transfering data. Harmonized and
aggregated data of quarries in green on the left (source tables), PostgreSQL tables of RIS in red on the right (destination tables),
connecting transistor table with ID fields in the centre.
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The Georesources Switzerland Group (Fachgruppe Georessourcen Schweiz) was founded in July 2018 at ETH Zürich and
succeeds the office of the Swiss Geotechnical Commission (SGTK). It forms an associated group in the Department of
Earth Sciences. The staff and the premises are equivalent to ones of the former SGTK office which already was located at
ETH Zürich. The group conducts applied research in close collaboration with the Swiss Geological Survey (Federal Office
of Topography swisstopo) as well as with different partners from industry and administration. This includes collecting and
compiling fundamental geological data and data related to the use of the geological resources of Switzerland. Focus areas
are the mineral resources of Switzerland, energy resources from the deep underground (geothermal energy and
hydrocarbons), secondary raw materials as well as geological questions related to the use of georesources and the
underground in general.
This presentation will take you through the history of evaluation and documentation of Switzerland’s geological resources
from the late 19th century until today. Swiss georesources were firstly documented as becoming a major national issue
during the national exhibitions (Landesausstellungen) 1883 in Zürich and 1896 in Geneva. In the mid 19th century, many
European countries founded geological surveys in order to provide base data for the exploitation of geological resources.
Research and data compilations were coordinated by the Swiss Geological Commission (SGC), founded in 1860 by the
Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft (e.g. Nabholz & Spicher 1973), today the Swiss Academy of Sciences
(SCNAT). In the framework of the exhibitions, a mineral resources map of Switzerland (Weber & Brosi 1883, Fig. 1), a
comprehensive monograph on construction material (Meister et al. 1884) and several other fundamental datasets on Swiss
geology and georesources were published. These activities, among others, led to the establishment of several
organisations looking after georesources. Swiss industrialists founded the Swiss Coal Drilling Society in 1874. This private
organisation was succeeded by the Swiss Coal Commission in 1892 as subcommission of the SGC. This subcommission
was then replaced by the SGTK in 1899, which was turned into a self-contained commission in 1909 (e.g. Grubenmann
1915). Since then, the commission’s president was always a professor of an earth science institute of ETH Zürich. SGTK’s
office was located first at EMPA Dübendorf until 1927 when it was moved to ETH Zürich.
From 1899 to 2012, SGTK published more than 100 technical reports of Swiss georesources in the series “Beiträge zur
Geologie der Schweiz – Geotechnische Serie”. Until 1925, main research focus was on hydrocarbons, 1925 it switched to
mainly metallic raw materials with a short interlude of hydrocarbon studies during and after world war II. Around 1975, the
study focus significantly diversified also including construction materials (aggregates, clay), unconsolidated rocks and
Nagra’s deep drilling program. Today, the Georesources Switzerland Group continues this institutional, applied research
and maintains the different archives and online data portals (e.g. Fulda et al. this volume, Fig. 1, Grünig & Fulda this
volume) in close collaboration with the Swiss Geological Survey.
This compilation of SGTK’s history thus nicely illustrates how the demands for georesources in Switzerland have changed
through time.

Figure 1. Left: exemplary extract of the georesources map by Weber & Brosi (1883). Right: Extract of today’s online portal map.
georessourcen.ethz.ch.
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We present a new stochastic object-based model (OBM), relying on the formalism of marked point processes (MPP), that
mimics the formation of the dominant structures of coarse, braided river deposits. This grid-free three-dimensional MPP is a
compound marked Strauss process introduced in the challenging context of stereology in which the three-dimensional
subsurface structure is inferred from two-dimensional data. Although it is straightforward to simulate unconditional
realisations of the MPP, conditional simulation as well as parameter inference are hindered by the normalisation constant of
the prior probability distribution that is analytically intractable and is a function of the model parameters.
We therefore propose an original Bayesian framework to solve the stereological problem. First, we quantify the maximum a
posteriori estimate of the model parameters with Monte Carlo sampling followed by a local Bayesian regression between
data statistics and parameters in the canonical correlation space. This method is compared to the Approximate Bayesian
Computation (ABC) with post-sampling regression adjustment. Then, we detail how to condition correctly the MPP to
interpreted GPR data with a Bayesian Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) approach based on the extended Metropolis
update.
We test our framework with the new MPP by quantifying subsurface uncertainty given an interpreted two-dimensional
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) profile. The local Bayesian regression in the canonical correlation space slightly
outperforms ABC regression and is more robust.

Figure 1. (a) Three-dimensional visualisation of an unconditional realisation.
The red plane corresponds to the section planes shown in (b)-(d). (b) Section of (a), the green boundary indicates the observation window.
(c) Section (b) after removal of the small remnants. (d) Ellipse arcs remaining after erosion process applied to (c).
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Constraining architecture and geometry of sedimentary bodies in a reef
complex using high-resolution 3D digital outcrop model from UAV
photogrammetry (Saint-Germain-de-Joux, Eastern France).
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1
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The Canton of Geneva (Switzerland) is currently exploring the opportunities for geothermal energy exploitation in the
Geneva Basin (GB) sub-surface.
To better characterize the geometry, architecture, distribution and lateral variations of the different sedimentary units present
in the GB sub-surface, it is necessary to produce high-fidelity 3D depositional models. Photogrammetry using Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) has become an efficient, low-cost method capable of producing high-resolution, photo-realistic 3D
models of rock outcrops. These models, once interpreted and imported into a 3D geologic modelling software (e.g.
Petrel©), can help understanding spatial relationships between geological objects and identifying geological structures as
well as sedimentary bodies (Blistan et al., 2016). The aim of this study is to produce a high-resolution 3D digital model of
the Upper Jurassic Reef Complex cropping out in the Saint-Germain-de-Joux area, Eastern France. This outcrop has
proven to be a good analog to the Upper Jurassic limestones present in the GB sub-surface (Fookes, 1995). Furthermore,
these limestones are considered as a potential target for geothermal energy production.
The outcrop model was obtained using Agisoft Photoscan©. The acquired model was then interpreted in terms of
depositional environments using Virtual Reality Geological Studio©. This interpreted model is further used to constrain
dimensions and orientations of the different sedimentary bodies with great accuracy. Once imported in Petrel©, these data
are used to produce a high-fidelity depositional model which can be propagated into the whole basin.
The study presented here will help to improve the current 3D model of the Geneva Basin. Moreover, this project is of added
value for the Electrical Resistivity Tomography study of this outcrop currently being developed at the University of Geneva.
Additionally, the data produced in this study will provide key inputs for reservoir modelling which is crucial for further
potential exploitation of geothermal energy in the Canton of Geneva.
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In order to promote the deployment of low temperature geothermal closed-loop systems at European scale, the definition
and quantification of the feasibility and potential for different locations is fundamental. In particular, spatial information
presented as thematic maps allow optimization of the decision process, identifying more suitable or unsuitable zones and
even quantifying technologic potential. The mapping work described hereafter is related to the HORIZON2020 project
Cheap-GSHPs, which aims to reduce the total cost of ownership, composed out of investment and operating costs,
increase the safety of shallow geothermal systems during installation and operation and increase the awareness of this
technology throughout Europe. The project is in its 4th year: within this timeframe, a huge amount of geological [1], climatic
[2] and technological data have been produced.
The work presented here had the aim of merging all of these data into a method to map the techno-economic potential of
closed-loop shallow geothermal systems (expressed as €/kW) that could be robust and consistent at European scale. The
method started with the collection of geological, climatic, energetic, technological and economic data produced within the
project.
These data were the basis for the execution of a large amount of numerical simulations, which allowed us to extrapolate
empirical correlations between mappable parameters such as ground surface temperature (GST), thermal conductivity (λ)
and required BHE length for given energy demands, in form of different referential building types.
Seven case studies across Europe were considered for the application of the method, in order to test its reliability for
different geologies, climates and data availability.
GST maps and λ maps were produced for each of the analyzed case study starting respectively from air temperature
climatic normals and from large scale geological maps (from 1:25000 to 1:100000). To estimate a weighted λ, stratigraphic
and hydrogeological information were also integrated in the mapping procedure. The identified regression algorithms were
then applied on GST and λ maps in order to produce required BHE length maps, which allowed the creation of €/kW maps
by using a previously produced costs database. GST, λ and required BHE length maps were compared against real data
(usually thermal response tests), where available.
The estimated specific capital cost €/kW index greatly varies from country to country, ranging from approximately 1100 €/
kW in Belgium to 2600 €/kW in Switzerland. The cartographic products were also developed with the integration of political
constraints, such as the presence of groundwater protection areas where the installation of closed-loop systems is not
allowed or allowed after a case-by-case analysis. The method seems reliable, not only to create €/kW maps, but also semiquantitative ones related to other techno-economic indexes for different European countries.
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Figure 1. €/kW maps produced for 4 different case studies across Europe: [up-left] Valencia (Spain); [up-right] Erlangen (Germany); [downleft] Dublin (Ireland); [down-right] Chiasso (Switzerland)
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We present challenges and opportunities of data mining approaches for exposure analyses at the regional to national scale.
For the value estimation of potentially flood exposed buildings we combine countrywide available data on buildings and
land use with points of insurance contracts provided by eleven Cantonal insurance companies for buildings. We compare
two different types of value estimations models, 1) based on individual buildings and 2) based on area. The results suggest
that models based on individual buildings perform better and that the buildings’ volumes are key for reliable value
estimations; which in turn are crucial for the optimal allocation of resources for protection measures in decision-making
processes based on cost-efficiency. Yet, at the national scale, no harmonized data on building volumes are available. We
derive them from buildings polygons, intersected with data on elevation (DEM) and surface (DOM). A pre-process, which is
computationally intensive and time demanding. However, with regard to the spatial distribution of flood exposed buildings
values, all applied value estimation models produce results that are very similar (Figure 1). Therefore, for spatial
prioritizations, simpler models based on less pre-processed data are preferable.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of Switzerland’s most flood exposed building values, estimated by (left) a straight forward model based on
flooded area and land use and (right) a sophisticated model based on individual building parameters including volume. Blue indicates for
both models the upper 35% of flood exposed building values.
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Monitoring the crisis of a rock glacier in the Western Swiss Alps with
UAV surveys
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Rock glacier movement represents the expression of creeping mountain permafrost, which has received substantial
attention about their current dynamical changes, particularly in the European Alps. La Roussette rock glacier (0.02 km2) is
located in the Arolla valley (Valais Alps) and occupies a very small cirque at 3100 m a.s.l with a south-westerly aspect. It
was recently discovered in April 2016 due to the appearance of crevasses in the snow cover. Moreover, results of a
statistical model of permafrost occurrence at a very high spatial resolution, based on machine learning algorithms, informed
us that the area shows high probabilities of discontinuous permafrost presence.
High creeping rates and rapid topographic changes caused by the destabilisation of this rock glacier in a steep mountain
flank between June 2016 and September 2017 were investigated in detail with five Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
surveys. State-of-the-art photogrammetric techniques were employed to derived very-high resolution orthophoto mosaics
and point clouds from the rock glacier and its environs. The accuracy of the co-registration of subsequent point clouds was
carefully examined and adjusted based on comparing stable areas outside the rock glacier, which minimised 3-D alignment
errors to a mean of 0.12 m. Elevation and volumetric changes of the destabilised rock glacier were quantified over the
study period. Surface kinematics were computed from recurrent orthophoto mosaics and with the aid of image correlation
algorithms. Between June 2016 and September 2017, the destabilised part of the rock glacier mobilised a volume of around
27,000 m3 of material and dispersed it over the lower talus slope. We demonstrate with this study that repeated UAV
surveys and photogrammetric techniques can be very useful to improve our understanding of rock glacier dynamics in a
context of permafrost warming.
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Switzerland promotes the energetic transition by sustaining the development of geothermal energy (among other
resources). In particular, the Canton of Geneva is currently exploring geothermal assets in the Geneva Basin producing a
large amount of data. Previous and ongoing projects have shown the geothermal potential of the Geneva Basin but a
consistent basin-scale fluid flow model of the region is yet to be defined.Numerical fluid flow models can hence be
constrained by a wealth of well-data, active seismic and gravity surveys.
We built a 3D basin-scale dynamic model using MRST (Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox). MRST was originally
designed for the simulation of oil and gas problems as well as carbon capture storage. However, a geothermal module was
still missing and it is currently being developed in the framework of this study. The goal of the numerical experiments is to
investigate large-scale fluid flow processes and how fault systems and lithological hetherogeneities may focus or hinder
fluid flow in the Geneva Basin.
We present a basin-scale static model derived from active seismic data and gravity inversion integrating available data.
Preliminary results are based on simulations lasting for about thousand years, after which fluid flow becomes steady state.
Petrophysical data and fault locations are derived from available data and allow us to identify preferential fluid flow
pathways. The numerical models point out regions where high-resolution geophysical exploration may focus in the future.
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Insurance claims due to damage from pluvial flooding in urban areas have become increasingly important in recent years. If
the hazard potential can be determined early, relatively cheap measures can be implemented to prevent or at least reduce
potential damage.
2D numerical runoff simulations based on current terrain surveys are proven tools for identification of hazard potential.
However, high quality, high resolution and up-to-date digital terrain data is often unavailable and detailed aerial surveys are
time consuming and often not economically feasible for small areas.
Using a consumer grade drone and commonly available software, it was tested how quickly suitable data can be acquired,
and how well they are suited for the task. The mapping results show that an accuracy similar to LIDAR surveys can be
achieved fairly easily. Automated point cloud classification and meshing – followed by a limited manual processing effort –
allow us to produce a suitably stable mesh for numerical modelling.
In the municipality of Frenkendorf (BL) a storm event was modelled with the program BASEMENT, once based on LIDAR
alone and once based on LIDAR refined with the terrain mapping from a consumer grade drone. Images and video from a
comparable event were used for model verification. Compared with the observation data, the results of the refined model
show a noticeable improvement over the LIDAR only model.
Even without detailed geodetic field data, the terrain mapping with a consumer drone can be used for runoff simulations,
efficiently identifying buildings which have an elevated risk potential.

Figure 1 Clipping digital surface model (categorized point
cloud)
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Figure 2 Clipping simulation result (difference plot depth
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The Resource Information System (RIS) is a freely accessible web-based information system providing data on
occurrences and extraction sites of mineral resources in Switzerland (Fulda et al. this volume). It includes data on gravel,
sand, cement raw materials, brickyard raw materials, crushed rocks, natural stone, gypsum and salt, all of which are
currently extracted in Switzerland. Furthermore, the RIS also contains data on currently not produced mineral resources like
energy resources, industrial minerals (except salt and gypsum) and metals (cf. Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The RIS includes data on all mineral resource groups while the main focus is on raw materials which are currently extracted in
Switzerland (boxes with solid lines). Figure by swisstopo (swisstopo 2017a).

Map viewer application
The data of the RIS is published on two platforms. Firstly, on the RIS map viewer application (map.georessourcen.ethz.ch),
where all available data can be accessed, and secondly – for overview purposes – as a condensed version on the federal
geodata portal map.geo.admin.ch (cf. Fulda et al. this volume). The objects on the two platforms are two-way linked, i. e.
the object information of a quarry on map.geo.admin.ch links to the same object on map.georessourcen.ethz.ch, and vice
versa. Complementary to map.geo.admin.ch, the RIS map viewer provides the following functionalities: 1) by clicking on a
point of interest a data window is shown which contains data on the exploited resources, geology, operational information
and literature references as well as photos of sites and rock samples (cf. screenshot in Fig. 2), and 2) advanced filtering, i.
e. objects can be shown/hidden depending on the exploitation status (both, current and past periods of time), the
importance of sites, or the material (rock group, lithology, minerals and elements).
Data management
The data of RIS is managed with a custom web application that has been developed by the Georesources Switzerland
Group. Besides functionality for searching and editing data entries, the application features a simple method for tracking
changes.
Technical architecture and interfaces
The RIS is based on a model-view-controller pattern, a commonly used architecture to build web applications. This
architecture separates the data layer (data storage and retrieval) from the presentation layer (e. g. user interface for backand frontend) and the application logic, a controller that processes in- and outputs. The data structure is based on the data
model for raw materials developed by our group and the data model «Geology» published by swisstopo (swisstopo 2017b).
The controller serves data to both, a backend view where editors can manage the data and to a frontend view where
mineral resource data is published on a map interface (map.georessources.ethz.ch). A JSON module pushes the data to
map.geo.admin.ch and other web applications for synchronization. Front- and backend views of the RIS are built upon
different open source web services and libraries (e.g. the swisstopo GeoAdmin API, Leaflet, and Bootstrap). The business
logic is written in PHP; the data is stored in a PostgreSQL database with the PostGIS extension for storage of spatial data.
QGIS applications can directly be connected to the PostgreSQL database with read/write access.
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Figure 2. Desktop and mobile version of map.georessourcen.ethz.ch. Here in focus: Glovelier, an active quarry for crushed rocks in the
canton of Jura.
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Among the environmental variables, wind speed is very important as a renewable and sustainable energy source. Several
investigations on wind speed measured over the Swiss territory have been carried out, including machine learning
algorithms, time series forecasting, fractal analysis, multifractal analysis, visibility graph, and complex network.
This research studies time series recorded from 2012 to 2016 by 293 measuring stations of two monitoring networks:
IMIS: managed by the WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF.
SwissMetNet: managed by the Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology.
In this work, the Fisher-Shannon (FS) method is used to investigate the time dynamics of high frequency wind speed in
Switzerland. FS method has been shown to be very efficient to analyze the complexity of the time evolution of signals.
The results show that both the elevation and slope play an important role in determining the time dynamics of wind speed,
which seems to be characterized by more disorder as soon as the elevation as well as the slope increases. In fact, the
Fisher information measure of wind speed decreases with elevation and slope, while the Shannon entropy power increases
with them.
Overall, our results could contribute to a better understanding of the time dynamics of wind speed over mountainous terrain.
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Fracture characterization is crucial for a number of applications, such as hydrocarbon exploration, geothermal energy
production, carbon dioxide sequestration, and nuclear waste storage. We aim to use tube-waves to obtain pertinent
information about fractures, notably the effective hydraulic aperture, the fracture compliance or the dip angle. Tube-waves
propagate along borehole walls. They are generated when a seismic body-wave encounters a fracture that is intersecting a
borehole or if another tube-wave encounters a fracture in the borehole (Figure 1).
We invert full-waveform tube-wave recordings from vertical seismic profiling (VSP) experiments with a stochastic inversion
approach to infer the fracture parameters. As a forward solver we use the semi-analytical model derived by Minato and
Ghose (2017). To sample the solution-space efficiently, we use the DREAM(ZS) algorithm (ter Braak and Vrugt, 2008; Laloy
and Vrugt, 2012), which is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm exploiting an archive of past states using
differential evolution to determine the next step of the Markov chain. Besides the fracture parameters mentioned above, we
invert also for the bulk and shear moduli of the formation. The standard deviation of the data error and the shape of the
source-wavelet are retrieved as well. The algorithm exploits the amplitude ratio between the incident P-wave and the
generated tube-wave. As the complete preprocessed VSP recording serves as input, no picking of events is required.
The algorithm assumes zero-offset VSP data, which places the seismic source at the wellhead. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the background medium is homogeneous. In the presence of an inhomogeneous background, we subsequently invert
for sections along the borehole, which can be considered as being approximately homogeneous.
Figure 2 shows some results of an experiment with synthetic data featuring two fractures and contamination with measured
noise. This experiment demonstrates that the algorithm is capable of retrieving the fracture aperture, compliance and the
elastic formation moduli, even in the presence of multiple fractures with different apertures and inclinations. Thereby, the
standard deviation of the data error and the shape of the wavelet are adequately estimated. Conversely, the inclinations of
the fractures can only be constrained with significant uncertainties. For real data, the forward solver needs to be extended
to accommodate additional effects like transmission losses across fractures. These extensions are currently under
development.

Figure 1. Synthetic VSP data showing the downgoing P-wave and the tube-waves which are generated and reflected at fractures at 10 m
and 50 m depth.
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Figure 2. Inversion results of synthetic data containing two fractures and measured noise: a), d) fracture aperture, b), e)
fracture compliance, c) synthetic input data, f) forward modeled data based on the inferred model.
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Networks are gaining popularity in describing the cooperative behaviour within a complex system involving relationships
among its constituent units. A network can easily present a wind speed-monitoring system, by considering the measuring
stations as nodes and the links by a linear or non-linear metric. The links in this work are weighted by the mutual
information between the wind time series recorded at each station, which quantifies the dependence between them.
The data are collected from 119 measuring stations (see Fig. 1) from 2012 to 2016 by SwissMetNet, which is managed by
the Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology (MeteoSwiss).
The first step of this work consists of building two different networks, one on the original data (Fig. 2.a) and the other on
their residuals (Fig. 2.b) after applying the seasonal decomposition of time series by loess (STL).
Then, the multilevel community detection method is applied on these networks separately. The results show two
communities well separated for the second network (constructed on the residuals). These two communities situated
respectively on the Alps and on the Jura-Plateau region. This work proposes a new approach, using mutual informationbased network, to find non-linear interactions among wind time series recorded in different topographic regions.

Fig. 1. Study area and location of measuring stations

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Two constructed networks. Network constructed before applying STL (a). Network constructed after applying STL (b).
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River/Sea flooding, also known as monsoon flooding (June to September), is the most common type of flooding in
Bangladesh. It refers to, both, “normal” inundation of up to 25% of the country as well as extreme flooding which can
inundate up to 70% of the country (WMO 2003). The most affected areas are in the Haor Basin of the northern belt of
Bangladesh, which is made up of Sylhet, Sunamganj, Moulvibazar, Habiganj, and Netrakona Districts, as well as the
southeast in Chittagong, Cox’s Bazar and Bandarban Districts (BWDB 2014; WMO 2003). Rise of water levels in the
various rivers in the northern part of the country due to heavy rainfalls as well as water flow from the upstream hills in India
have led to the inundation of the river basin areas in the northern parts of Bangladesh in April, July and august of 2017.
Severe floods in 2017 have affected at least 8 million people, causing deaths and injuries, loss of livestock and food
supplies, and damage to housing and infrastructure. The severe effects of floods can only be minimized by suitable land
use planning in any region, which needs precise knowledge of flood extent for locating flood prone areas, is a key tool to
develop flood management and to mitigate its disastrous effects (Atif,2015). In this current study we have used the
Operational Land Imager (OLI) 30 m resolution to delineate the flood extents 2017 flood. The suitable images (without
clouds) that shows flooded region in study area belong to 1 November 2017 and used for this area. The study area for this
research is the Sylhet and Dhaka province of Bangladesh located between 23°51‘54.89“N to 24°55‘30.77“N and
90°47‘57.03“E to 92°22‘15.56 as shown in Figure The modified NDWI (MNDWI) can enhance open water features while
efficiently suppressing and even removing built‐up land noise as well as vegetation and soil noise. Take advantage of the
high reflectance of NIR by vegetation and soil features (McFeeters,1996). Using the proposed technique, predictions of
inundation were evaluated. The results demonstrate that incorporation of multiple sources of data can aid extract of flood
extents using the proposed methodology. in study area more than 467905 hectare of land area inundate in flood spatially
in Dhaka providence.
Keyword: Flood Hazard Zoning, MNDWI, Remote Sensing, Bangladesh
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Fig1. A: Study area in the Bangladesh (red rectangle), B: Study Area Before the floods of the summer of 2017
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Fig2: extraction of flood area using MNDWI induce in study area
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Spatio-temporal kernel density analysis and 3D visualisation of
landslides causing damage in Switzerland
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Nowadays the availability of massive digital geo-referenced databases led GISscientists to search for new tools able to
make sense of such complexity. In this context, the spatial and temporal distribution of hazardous events is an example of
complex pattern, which strongly influences the landscape and the surrounding anthropogenic space. Statistical methods
developed for spatio-temporal stochastic point processes can be employed to detect over-densities and address towards
prevention and forecasting measures.
The present research analyses the spatio-temporal pattern distribution of landslides causing damage in Switzerland in the
last twenty years (1995-2015). Data came from the multi-temporal landslide damage database implemented by the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL) on the base of historical information. Both global and
local cluster indicators were applied to detect 3D-over densities, both in space and time dimensions. Specifically, the
Ripley’s K-function was applied to detect the degree of clustering at different scales. These metrics were retained to define
the bandwidth of the 3D-Kernel density estimator, which allowed assessing and geo-visualizing landslides’ over densities.
The volume rendering technique was therefore used to combine the yearly smoothed kernel densities into a unique image
that displays the entire internal structure of the volumetric dataset, consisting in the space-time dimensions plus a scalar
indicating the estimated kernel density values. Analyses were performed under “R” software (by R Core Team), and
specifically the Ripley’s K-functions and the space–time Kernel were estimated using the package splancs.
More detailed analyses are required for the determination of cause-effect relationships among landslides and other
environmental variables. Nevertheless, some influences of meteorological conditions can already be argued, indicating a
possible path dependency effect among detected clusters and extreme rainfall. Ultimately, the application of spatio-temporal
cluster analysis allowed detecting frame-periods with greater landslide activity concentrates in certain area and, more in
general, to find a structure in data, allowing highlighting local over-densities and geo-visualize them.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution (left) and space-time kernel density 3D-map (right) of landslides causing damage in the Swiss territory (data
from WSL)
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